World Geography and Economics

Professional Development Workshop

Grades 6-12
When Saturday, September 12, 2015
Time 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Where Room 121 Fogelman Classroom Building
        Fogelman College of Business and Economics
        University of Memphis
        3675 Central Avenue
        Memphis, TN
        38152

Explore world geography and economics with your students!

An Integrated Way to Teach Economics and Geography. You're probably stretched for time in your classroom. Now you can cover two important – and interrelated – content areas in one simple lesson.

Show Your Students Why Economics and Geography Matters. Using real-world scenarios, your students will apply economics and geography concepts to their everyday lives. They'll uncover the decision-making process involved in using and distributing resources, and explore how human activity affects the physical environment.

Critical Thinking: the Cornerstone of Economics and Geography. Both Economics and Geography rely on critical-thinking skills to analyze and understand human behavior, a hallmark of the social sciences.

The materials include nine lesson plans. Each lesson plan is packed with the tools that give your students critical exposure to essential life skills. Each hands-on activity uses maps, data, charts, graphs, tables, documents and more.

ALL lessons have been tied to specific Common Core State Standards.

No background in economics is needed. The workshop and all curriculum are free.

To Register

Contact Dr. Douglas Campbell at the Center for Economic Education at the University of Memphis
Email dacampbe@memphis.edu
Web www.econedcenter.org
Phone 901.678.3754